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 * “Fugere and Hardaway’s book is a provocative and indispensable effort to redefine the role of speech in business. Their call
for a ‘positive liberation’ in the name of argumentation serves as a useful starting point for analysts and practitioners.” * “Fugere
and Hardaway clearly distinguish the linguistics of the ‘business speech’ from that of ordinary speech. And their book provides
insights and instructions on how to integrate speech practices into corporate culture.” * “The authors make a compelling case

that ‘business people speak like idiots’. They reveal why that is and how we can learn to avoid the pitfalls that get business
people in trouble.” * “Fugere and Hardaway are in tune with a broader social conversation around working relationships,

interpersonal communication and the increasing business of language. This book is a much-needed intervention to help us move
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away from the dominance of the analytics-based argumentation discourse.” * “Fugere and Hardaway examine the patterns of
idiocy and vulnerability of the language of the business world. Their analysis addresses a gap in the scholarly literature on

business communication and is of broad interest to anyone interested in leadership and effective teams.” * “If the business world
is driven by rational deliberation, it might seem that the language in which we communicate should reflect that. However, this is

simply not the case, and Fugere and Hardaway illuminate the reasons why, and offer advice for how to avoid the pitfalls of
idiocy.” 2\. An ethnography of business-level ideologization of the Internet 1st edition Kindle Edition by Fugere, Brian,
Hardaway, Chelsea, Warshawsky, Jon (ISBN: 9780743269094) from Amazon's . * “Fugere and Hardaway’s book is a

provocative and indispensable effort to redefine the role of speech in business. Their call for a ‘positive liberation’ in the name
of argumentation serves as a useful starting point for analysts and practitioners.” * “Fugere and Hardaway clearly distinguish the

linguistics of the ‘business speech’ from that of ordinary speech. And their book provides insights and instructions on how to
integrate speech practices into corporate culture.” * “The authors make a compelling case that ‘business people speak like

idiots’. They reveal why that is and how we can 82157476af
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